
Competitor Analysis summary: 
-Ideally you would like to know as much about your competitors as you do yourself  
-If you don’t ‘know’ what can you infer?  
-What information is relevant to making a decision / supporting an argument 

  
SUMMARY: -Make sure you know the difference between industry analysis and competitor analysis.  
-If you don’t have hard data what can you infer (try using theory) 
>Think hard about the ‘level’ of the plan you are undertaking – make sure your analysis is consistent (eg 
competition for Nestle entering the small appliances industry vs competition for Kit Kats 
-Use rubric for this section to help get you a HD! 
 
WEEK 4: Customer Analysis and Segmentation 
 
Who do we analyse? The market:   
-As defined in your industry analysis  
-The ‘customers’ that are analysed are those that make up the size of the market  
-Based on what we know about them they are grouped into segments   
-Segments are sub groups of a market  
-Segments have profiles 
-NOT ‘our’ customers 
 
Customer Analysis vs segmentation: 
-Will depend on “level” of analysis and purpose of customer analysis  
-At functional level the segments have already been determined and the target chosen. The customer 
analysis (profile) uses the 6 Ws to confirm understanding of their needs. 
-At SBU level the purpose of the analysis can be to examine the market and to undertake 
segmentation and target segment choice 
-Corp/SBU=> segmentation 
-Functional => develops detailed analysis of customers (customer profiles) 
 
Goals of the customer analysis: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Customer analysis: The 6 Ws – What, Where and When 
Current customer analysis – the 6 W’s (pg 79): 



What do our customers do with our products 
Where do our customers purchase our products 
When do our customers purchase our products  
Why and how do our customers choose our products 
Why do potential customers not purchase our products  
Who are our current and potential customers 
*Remember what you learnt in buyer behaviour? Motivation, decision processes, brands and brand 
knowledge, perception, learning, attitudes, persuasion, loyalty, segmentation. Integrate these theories 
into 6 W’s.* 
 
1. WHAT do customers do with our products: how does consumer use the offer 
-Uses does the customer make of the offer (e.g someone has baking soda, may use for face, pool, food; 
all these people have different uses for it) 
-‘Heavy’ (e.g KFC; have different motivations) vs ‘light’ users (e.g don’t get KFC often) 
-Product (brand) assortment does the customer buy? Is it the only brand they buy or do they have a 
series of different choices? 
-Post consumption (do they talk about it, throw out?) 

 
2. WHERE do customers purchase our products: 
-Where do they buy the offer? (e.g online and then pick up in store) 
-What channel(s) do they use? (e.g do they buy straight from the manufacturer?) 
-Where do they consume? (don’t always consumer at point of purchase; e.g take out or some services 
can’t be separated) 
E.g- impulse decision at coles, planned holiday, do you always go to an event or is it spontaneous, 
thought of decision? 
 
3. WHEN: -When is the first decision made?  
>Time frame; how long does it take >Process of purchase  
-When is the offer repurchased? – Seasonality? E.g Mobile phone contract up 
-When does the customer become affected by marketing communications (and other) efforts? 
 
4. WHY and 5. HOW they choose us:  
-Why do customers buy (us vs competitors)? -Features, important attributes. What do customers look at 
-What value do they place on the brand? >Importance of usage situation, how critical is it? Safety 
situation matters more than chocolate at counter 
>Effectiveness of the product category in the situation  
>Relative effectiveness of the brand in the situation  
-How; Mechanics: -credit, cash, online  
Will indicate involvement, central or peripheral route 
 
WHY – value sources:  
Benefits (needs / motives) does the customer seek? -Business definition, level of competition  
-Role; how do needs differ between them – who are you marketing to? (e.g one person buying or 
multiple people buying/looking at different things i.e. parent and child)  
Manifestations of value (internal analysis): -Price sensitivity, satisfaction, complaints and compliments, 
WOM, margin/profit contribution, repeat purchase rate 
 


